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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CESSNA AIRCRAFT BY TOM
MURPHY - Ready to buy a new or pre-owned Cessna?

This updated second edition includes (1) original in-depth
info about older Cessna models (2) updated info on Cessnas being offered today and (3) buying advice on AD’s, inspection of aircraft and its logbooks and how to choose the
right model for your needs. P/N 13-06179.......................
CARAVAN CESSNA’S SWISS ARMY KNIFE WITH WINGS - Affectionately called “a Swiss Army Knife with Wings”, the Cessna
Caravan can evoke a sense of adventure in almost all that
lay eyes on this rugged and reliable SUV of the air.” Join
authors LeRoy Cook and J. D. Lewis as they combine their
experience and skills in the first- class review of an amazing airplane. Includes beautiful photography throughout.
P/N 13-06226.......................
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO PIPER AIRCRAFT - Are you ready to buy
a new or pre-owned Piper? This updated second edition
includes the original in-depth info about Piper models along
with purchasing advice on ADs, inspections, the importance
of logbooks, and how to choose the right Piper aircraft for
your wants and needs. This informative narrative includes
information on models from the Piper Cub, to the various
Piper Indians such as the Cherokee, the Cheyenne, the
Comanche, and the agricultural Pawnee. P/N 13-06181.......................

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT OVER AMERICA - Just Published.
Journey through time looking at several of the most evocative civil and general aviation airplanes built from the 1920s
to 1950s. Book is packed full of color photos of many classic American airplanes. Most were photographed in the air
between 1998-2002.
P/N 13-06191.......................
WINGS OF YESTERYEAR BY GEZA SZUROVY - Nostalgic look at the

Golden Age of personal flight, when incredible aircraft of
the 1920s, ‘30s, and ‘40s were pushing every known limit,
and doing it with flair. The impeccable style and ever-increasing performance of stunning open-cockpit and cabinclass monoplanes and biplanes such as the Curtiss Jenny,
Beech Staggerwing, Stinson Reliant, Luscombe Phantom,
and Spartan Executive are all captured here. Also includes
Stearman, Taylor, Piper, Lockheed and Waco. A detailed text traces the
evolution of the airplanes. Exceptional collection showcases rare, vintage private airplanes through modern color photography (air-to-air) of
restored aircraft.
P/N 13-06192.......................

BUSHPLANES BY GEZA SZUROVY - Colorful book exam-

ines the duties bushplanes help carry out around the world
and the development of the greatest examples still plying
the skies, including DeHavilland Beavers and Otters, Piper
Cubs, Stinson Reliants, and Cessna Skywagons.
P/N 13-06193.......................

OF WINGS & THINGS BY PETER BOWERS - Peter Bowers
is a foremost aviation historian and author. His byline has
appeared hundreds of times as Peter Bowers has written
numerous books, articles, columns, and stories for a variety
of aviation periodicals over the last 70 years! In the process,
Bowers has acquired one of the world’s largest private collections of airplane photos and reference data. Authors and
publishers worldwide draw from his research files. This particular book
is a potpourri of Bowers’ writings, as his aviation historical columns have
appeared in General Aviation News over past years.
P/N 13-06183.......................
X-PLANES: PUSHING THE ENVELOPE OF FLIGHT - Since

the first edition of X-Planes at Edwards (0-87989-85-0) was
published in 1995, many new types of civilian (Rutan-types,
717 and 777), military (Bombers, Fighters, Reconnaissance
Drones and Transports) and dedicated research aircraft
(X-planes) have been created by numerous manufacturers
and then flight-tested at the Air Force Flight Test Center
(AFFTC) and NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) at Edwards
Air Force Base in the Mojave Desert of California.
P/N 13-06196.......................

PAN, PAN, PAN! A SURVIVOR’S STORY - “A Survivor’s

Story” Pan, Pan, Pan is the story of how I dreamed of being a pilot and never gave up on that dream. It is also an
account of having crashed into the ocean twice and living
to tell about it. Pan, Pan, Pan shares my love of flying and
my desire to do all that I can to help keep the airways safe.
Author: Captain Denis G. Murphy Pages: 168
P/N 13-06104.......................
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FLYING WITH 40 HORSES - THE CONTINENTAL A-40 ENGINE - The Continental A-40 Engine was the answer to

the continuing problem of finding suitable and inexpensive
powerplants for lightplane manufacture during the Golden
Age. The Aeronca E-113 of 36-hp was close, but the next
generation, the Continental A-40 filled the bill. It was light,
could power a 2-place airplane, and cost less than $500.
P/N 13-06194.......................

THE STORY OF TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT BY DAVID
BEATY - The Atlantic had proved a graveyard for many

ships, and when the first butterfly craft began to fly it after
the World War I, all the omens warned that it would swallow
up planes as well. Nonetheless, the pioneers – Read, Alcock, Brown and Lindbergh, as well as many who gambled
and lost – continued to pit themselves against the odds.
P/N 13-06188.......................
SPORT PILOT AIRPLANE: A COMPLETE GUIDE - By: by
Carol and Brian Carpenter Book provides an in-depth understanding of light-sport aviation complexities. Clarifies
points commonly misunderstood, provides a wealth of information on subjects such as: Selecting an Aircraft, Pilot
and Aircraft Certification, Weather, Flight Principles, and
more. The material presents the experience of thousands
of flight hours and contains valuable lessons for all pilots and would-be
pilots. Book is engaging, comprehensive, and well-illustrated for the veteran aviator and newcomer alike!
P/N 13-06203.......................
PREFLIGHT WEATHER ANALYSIS MADE EASY - This highly detailed, easy to follow guide carefully leads you through
the preflight weather analysis process in plain everyday
language. No critical weather hazard will be overlooked
when following this manual’s very systematic examination
of weather and its potential hazards. Includes detailed reference materials and decoders to provide a complete preflight
weather picture.
P/N 13-06129.......................

THE HELICOPTER PILOT’S QUICK REFERENCE MANUAL
- Student pilots will find The Helicopter Pilot’s Quick Ref-

erence Manual essential reading, and an excellent learning device to increase and simplify their understanding of
helicopter flight. The more experienced helicopter pilot will
benefit from the memory joggers and reference materials in
this unique and handy resource - a real time saver! Flight
schools will enhance their training program by offering The
Helicopter Pilot’s Quick Reference Manual as a supplemental handout to
reinforce instruction to student pilots. Helicopter operators will substantially strengthen their safety program by giving each of their pilots a copy
of this manual to help increase safety awareness. The Helicopter Pilot’s
Quick Reference Manual is more than a memory jogger - it’s an everyday
reference!
P/N 13-06130.......................
NOTAM’S ILLUSTRATED - NOTAM’s Illustrated is a quick
reference manual that can be used by pilots and airport operations personnal to rapidly decipher or format NOTAMs.
This resource book features over 400 Notice to Airmen contractions-- that’s 140 more contractions above those offered
in the official FAA NOTANs manual. The many NOTAM
examples of airport movement areas, approach and lighting aids, navigational aids, airspace restrictions, and temporary flight restrictions allow the reader to comletely understand Distant
NOTAMs, Local NOTAMs, and FDC NOTAMs in their entirety.
P/N 13-06131.......................
THE METAR & TAF QUICK REFERENCE MANUAL - Every
pilot will become an instant weather expert when using the
METAR & TAF Quick Reference Manual. This indispensable
guide defines over 250 METAR and TAF terms in a convenient
dictionary-like format, providing all pilots with an instant understanding of this often-times puzzling weather language. Associated page
references point toward more in-depth information, as well. A comprehensive glossary further aids aviators in developing an extensive knowledge base of all METAR and TAF terms. P/N 13-06132.......................
AVIATOR’S DEVOTIONAL - The Aviator’s Devotional, has been
one of the top selling books at the Oshkosh AirVenture two
years consecutively. It was the second and fourth best seller
respectively in 07 and 08 at the EAA Author’s Corner among
books by over 40 popular aviation authors. The Aviator’s Devotional is unique, as the only inspirational book of its kind exclusively for aviators. The book presents adventurous stories, aviation trivia,
and practical flying pointers to illustrate valuable lessons on life from a
Christian prospective.
P/N 13-06140.......................
AIR SCAN 5TH EDITION - AIR-SCAN Guide to Aeronautical Communications, 5th Edition by Tom kneitel This unique
book is the most comprehensive guide to monitoring aeronautical communications yet compiled. It covers HF (2 to 30
MHz), VHF aero (118 to 137 MHz), as well as other VHF/
UHF bands 137 to 174 MHz, 406 to 512 MHz, and the 800
MHz band.
P/N 11-18920.......................

